November 8, 2017 - Minutes

Recording: http://recordings.flvc.org/NP/Lydia/DISC/DISC_2017-11-08.mp4

Lee Dotson provided an update on the activity of groups working on re-organizing and updating the DISC wiki:

- The group is interested in knowing how members use the wiki and what information is used, e.g., Lee uses the wiki mostly to check meeting agendas and reports.
- Lee requested that DISC members take a look at the wiki and report any problems accessing it to FLVC.
- Since the public wiki is somewhat new the group is interested in knowing if all pertinent information is available there. If members are routinely asked by their institutions for information that's not available on the public wiki the group will consider adding it there.
- Kelley will be moving some information to the wiki starting Nov. 9

Lydia Motyka gave the FLVC update:

- Many projects are moving forward but no specific milestones for reporting.
- The search for the new Director of Digital Services and OER is underway and interviews should begin within the next week or two.
- Lydia asked the group if there would be interest in discussing the impact of browser changes on viewing ETD supplemental files at a future meeting. It was decided that this would be a topic for a future meeting that Lydia will prepare.
- Wilhelmina Randtke added that a decision had been made not to create a test site for the new version of OJS because of lack of adequate embargo functionality in the new version.

Round Robin:

- Kelley Rowan (FIU) reported that FIU had been fixing Sobek problems for the past month after a Sobek update.
- Matthew Miguez (FSU) reported that DPLA should start ingesting FSU-provided metadata by the end of November.
- Lee Dotson (UCF) reported that they are moving materials from CONTENTdm to Islandora and their Stars digital repository. Special collections are moving to Islandora, with the Central Florida Memory collection remaining to be moved, and IR materials are moving to Stars.
- Chelsea Dinsmore (UF) reported that they are having metadata enrichment of subject terms performed by AccessInnovations' MAIstro service, with ETDs being the first test project.
- Joanne Parandjuk (FAU) thanked Wilhelmina Randtke for her hard work on FLIIRT and OJS, and announced that they hope to be live with their Islandora IR in Spring.